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The alpha-particle condensed state in finite nuclei will shed light on low-density nuclear matter.
We carried out the coincidence measurement of α particles inelastically scattered from 20Ne at 0◦
and decay charged particles. We compared the measured excitation-energy spectrum and decay
branching ratio with the statistical-decay model calculations, and found that the newly observed
states at Ex = 23.6, 21.8, and 21.2 MeV in
20Ne are strongly coupled to a candidate for the 4α
condensed state in 16O. The present result suggests that these states are the candidates for the 5α
condensed state in 20Ne.
The alpha-cluster correlation between two protons and
two neutrons is a very important property of atomic nu-
clei. Because an alpha particle consisting of four nu-
cleons is tightly bound and has no excited state up to
20 MeV, it behaves as a well-established subunit in nu-
clei. Alpha-clustering phenomena have been studied both
from experimental and theoretical sides for a long time,
and they are still of great interest. One of the hottest top-
ics is the alpha-particle condensation where alpha clus-
ters are condensed into the same lowest 0s orbit in their
common mean field. It is theoretically suggested that
this alpha-particle condensation manifests at low densi-
ties and temperatures due to the bosonic nature of alpha
particles, and this is the Bose-Einstein condensation in
the nucleon many-body systems [1].
At lower densities than the nuclear saturation density
n0 ≈ 0.16 fm
−3 and low temperatures, nuclear matter is
no longer uniform and the system minimizes its energy
by forming clusters such as deuterons, tritons, helium-3s,
and alpha particles. The alpha particles, which are the
most tightly bound among these clusters, are deposited
in nuclear matter below a critical density and form the
alpha-particle condensate. One of the remarkable effects
of the alpha-particle condensation is the enhancement of
the symmetry energy of nuclear matter. The symmetry
energy is conventionally defined as the quadratic coef-
ficient when the internal energy per nucleon of nuclear
matter is expanded as the Taylor series of the asymme-
try parameter δ = (nn − np)/nB. Here, nn, np, and nB
denote the number densities of neutrons, protons, and
baryons, respectively. The density and temperature de-
pendence of the symmetry energy is of great importance
to describe nuclear matter. If the formation of clusters
in nuclear matter is taken into account, the internal en-
ergies per nucleon are considerably lowered around δ = 0
particularly at low temperatures, and thus the symme-
try energy substantially increases at low densities below
nB ∼ 10
−2 fm−3 [2–4]. The equation of state (EoS) of
nuclear matter is hence influenced by the alpha-particle
condensation. Construction of the EoS is one of the ul-
timate goals in nuclear physics not only because it is the
benchmark of our understanding about strongly interact-
ing fermions but also because it is required to describe
many astrophysical phenomena such as neutron stars, su-
pernovae, and the nucleosynthesis in the universe.
The alpha-particle condensation is expected to mani-
fest in finite nuclei as well as in nuclear matter. It should
be noted that the alpha-particle condensation can be
experimentally studied only in finite nuclei because nu-
clear matter is nothing but imaginary substance on the
earth. The properties of the alpha-particle condensed
states (ACSs) such as energies and widths will shed light
on low-density nuclear matter.
The authors of Refs. [1, 5] proposed the Tohsaki-
Horiuchi-Schuck-Ro¨pke (THSR) wave function to de-
scribe the 0+ states in 8Be, 12C, and 16O, and theoreti-
cally suggested the ACSs emerge near the 2α, 3α, and
4α-decay threshold energies, respectively. The THSR
wave function demonstrates that these states are low-
density states composed of weakly interacting alpha par-
ticles condensed into the lowest 0s orbit, and are akin
to the alpha-particle condensate in nuclear matter. The
following work [6] predicted that similar ACSs should ex-
ist in heavier self-conjugate A = 4k nuclei up to k ∼ 10,
however, the experimental information on the ACSs was
obtained in limited nuclei so far.
Let us briefly describe the present situation on the
ACSs in the self-conjugate A = 4k nuclei. The ground
2state of 8Be and the 0+2 state in
12C locate near the 2α
and 3α-decay thresholds and are nicely described with
the spatially developed wave functions by the fully mi-
croscopic alpha-cluster models [5, 7, 8]. These wave func-
tions reasonably well reproduce the energies and inelastic
form factors of these states, and are almost equivalent to
the THSR wave functions for the 2α and 3α condensed
states [5, 9]. These facts are the strong evidence that
the ground state of 8Be and the 0+2 state in
12C are the
ACSs.
The ACS in 16O was theoretically predicted to be the
0+6 state [10, 11]. The corresponding state was observed
in many reactions at Ex = 15.097 ± 0.005 MeV with
the width of 166± 30 keV [12]. Recently the authors of
Ref. [13] found that this state decays into the 8Be(0+1 ) +
8Be(0+1 ) or
12C(0+2 ) + α channel with the almost same
probabilities. The 0+6 state in
16O is therefore highly
probable to be the ACS.
For 20Ne and heavier nuclei, no known states are as-
signed to the ACSs. Only a tentative candidate for the
5α condensed state was experimentally proposed. The
several 0+ states observed in the 22Ne(p, t)20Ne reaction
were examined with the shell-model calculation [14]. It
was found that one of the 0+ states at Ex = 22.5 MeV
was not described by the shell model, and its excitation
energy is close to Ex = 21.14 MeV where the 5α con-
densed state is predicted in Ref. [6]. However, the ex-
citation energy is not conclusive evidence for the ACS
because many 0+ states exist around the expected excita-
tion energy. Further information is necessary to identify
the ACS. It should be noted that the decay property of
the excited state provides additional information. Con-
sidering the nature of ACSs, an overlap between wave
functions of ACSs in different nuclei should be large.
Therefore, ACSs should prefer to decay via ACSs in
lighter nuclei by emitting alpha particles. Because ACSs
are expected to emerge slightly above kα-decay thresh-
olds, energy differences between ACSs are smaller than
a few MeV [6]. Therefore emission of low-energy α par-
ticles from 0+ states near kα-decay thresholds can be a
clue to identify ACSs.
It is worthy to mention the recent measurement of
the 12C(16O, 28Si∗) reaction [15]. Decay alpha particles
were comprehensively detected to obtain the invariant-
mass spectra of 16O, 20Ne, and 24Mg, but no ACSs were
found. The authors claimed that the Coulomb barrier
inherently suppresses low-energy-particle decays and ob-
scures the signature of the ACSs, although some of the
authors previously pointed out that the Coulomb bar-
rier in the ACSs should be suppressed due to their dilute
nature [16]. One of plausible explanations for this situa-
tion is that the ACSs were hidden by a lot of background
events from various high-spin states in Ref. [15] because
large angular momenta were brought to the system in the
heavy-ion collision. Since ACSs have the spin and parity
of 0+ and isospin of 0, nuclear reactions which selectively
excite isoscalar 0+ states should be employed to populate
ACSs. One of the best reactions to populate isoscalar 0+
states is inelastic alpha scattering at forward angles [17].
Because both the spin and isospin of the alpha parti-
cle are 0, the inelastic alpha scattering off self-conjugate
A = 4k nuclei selectively excites isoscalar natural-parity
states. In addition, the cross sections for the 0+ states
have their maximum at 0◦.
In the present work, we carried out the coincidence
measurement of alpha particles inelastically scattered
from 20Ne at 0◦ and decay charged particles emitted
from excited states in order to search for the 5α con-
densed state in 20Ne. The experiment was carried out
at the Research Center for Nuclear Physics (RCNP), Os-
aka University. The experimental setup was almost same
with Ref. [18] except a 20Ne gas target and a Si telescope
array.
A 386-MeV 4He2+ beam with an intensity of about
10 nA was transported to an isotopically enriched 20Ne
gas target. The 20Ne gas was filled in the target cell
at 14.1 kPa and sealed with the 100 nm-thick silicon ni-
tride (SiNx) membranes as the entrance and exit win-
dows. The thickness of the target cell along the beam
axis was 8.0 mm, which corresponds to the mass thick-
ness of 89.6 µg/cm2 of the 20Ne gas. In order to identify
the predicted ACS which decayed into the 4α condensed
state in 16O, it was required to detect the decay alpha
particles whose energies are lower than a few MeV. The
thin SiNx membrane enabled low-energy alpha particles
with E > 0.04 MeV to escape from the target cell. The
pressure and temperature of the 20Ne gas were moni-
tored using the diaphragm gauge and the platinum re-
sistor during the measurement. The backgrounds from
the SiNx membranes were subtracted by using the mea-
surement with the empty cell. We found that background
events due to natC increased with the measurement time.
It was supposed that oil mists from the vacuum pumps
were baked by the beam and deposited on the surface of
the target cell. These backgrounds were also successfully
subtracted by using the measurement with natC foil.
In order to detect decay particles from excited states in
20Ne, we installed a Si telescope array around the target
covering 0.42 sr (3.4% of 4pi) at θlab = 106.4–163.0
◦. The
Si telescope array consisted of six segments. Each seg-
ment had three layers of Si detectors, but only the first
and second layers were used in the present measurement.
The thicknesses of the first and second layers were 65 µm
and 500 µm in order from the target side, and their di-
mensions were 50 mm × 50 mm. The first layers were
divided into 8 strips and the second layers were read as
a single pad. The first Si detectors had the dead layer
with the thickness of about 1.2 µm on the rear side. The
distance between each segment and the target was 170
mm.
Particle identification for decay particles which pene-
trated the first layer was performed by using the corre-
3lation between the energy loss in the first layer and the
total energy, whereas for low-energy particles which could
not penetrate the first layer, the time of flight from the
target to the Si detector and the total energy was used.
Figure 1 shows the correlation between the kinetic en-
ergies of decay alpha particles (Kα) and the excitation
energies of 20Ne [Ex(
20Ne)]. Linear loci corresponding
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FIG. 1. Correlation between the kinetic energy of decay alpha
particles and the excitation energies of 20Ne. The red solid
lines indicate the calculated correlation in the α-decay events
to the ground, 0+2 , 2
+
1 , and 0
+
6 states in
16O. The experimental
data in the hatched area are accompanied by uncertainties on
the excitation energy due to dead layers of the Si detectors.
to the α-decay events to the ground, 0+2 , and 2
+
1 states
in 16O are clearly seen. In the two-body decay of 20Ne
into the 16O + α channel, Kα correlates with Ex(
20Ne)
via the excitation energy of 16O [Ex(
16O)] as Kα =
m16O/(m16O+mα)[Ex(
20Ne)−Eth(
16O+α)−Ex(
16O)].
Eth(
16O+α) is the threshold energy for the 16O+α de-
cay in 20Ne, and m16O(α) is the rest mass of
16O (the α
particle).
Figure 2(a) shows the excitation-energy spectrum of
the 20Ne(α, α′) reaction at 0◦ for the singles events ob-
tained by measuring inelastically scattered alpha parti-
cles only. No clear peaks are observed around a few MeV
above the 5α decay threshold where the ACS is expected.
Figure 2(b) shows the excitation-energy spectrum for the
coincidence events in which one alpha particle was de-
tected by the Si telescope array. The obtained yield was
converted to the cross section on the basis of the fact that
the α-decay probability of the 0+2 state at Ex = 6.73 MeV
in 20Ne is almost 100%. Note that the cross sections for
the 20Ne(α, α′+α) reaction in Fig. 2(b) can be apparently
larger than those for the 20Ne(α, α′) reaction in Fig. 2(a)
above the 12C+ 2α threshold because more than one al-
pha particle are emitted. It is remarkable that the two
narrow peaks are observed at Ex = 23.6 and 21.8 MeV
above the 5α decay threshold although their statistical
significance is not fully high.
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FIG. 2. Excitation-energy spectra of the 20Ne(α, α′) reaction
at 0◦ for (a) the singles events and (b) the coincidence events.
(c) Same as (b) but when theEx(
16O) is close to the excitation
energy of the 0+6 state. The spectra at Ex < 8.0 MeV are
downscaled by a factor of 0.5. The vertical lines at Ex = 11.9
and 19.2 MeV represent the 12C+2α and 5α decay thresholds.
The hatched area indicates the excitation-energy region where
a strong peak due to the 0+2 state in the
12C contaminants
caused large errors in the background subtraction.
In order to search for the 5α condensed state, we fo-
cused on the α-decay events to the 0+6 state in
16O be-
cause this state is a strong candidate for the 4α con-
densed state. We reconstructed Ex(
16O) from Kα and
Ex(
20Ne) assuming the two-body 20Ne∗ → 16O + α de-
cay, and selected the events at Ex(
16O) = 15.1 ± 0.5
MeV as shown in Fig. 2(c). The same normalization fac-
tor with Fig. 2(b) was used to convert the yield to the
cross section.
The excitation-energy spectrum in Fig. 2(c) was com-
pared with the theoretical spectrum calculated by the
statistical-decay model in Fig. 3. This model takes
into account the spins, parities, isospins, energies and
level densities of the mother and its descendant nuclei
as well as transmission coefficients for decay particles.
Decay branching ratios of excited states in 20Ne into
particle- (α, p, and n) and γ-decay channels were cal-
culated with the statistical-decay-model computer code
CASCADE [19] assuming that the initial excited state is
the isoscalar state with its spin and parity of 0+, 1−, or
2+. Using the theoretical branching ratios, we performed
the Monte Carlo calculation to simulate the decay pro-
cesses of the excited states in 20Ne. The decay processes
were traced until all of the descendant nuclei settled in
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FIG. 3. Same excitation-energy spectrum as Fig. 2(c) (thick
solid lines with error bars) compared with the statistical-
decay-model calculations for the 0+ and 2+ states in 20Ne
(thin red solid and green dashed lines). Uncertainties due to
dead layers of the Si detectors are accompanied in the hatched
area as in Fig. 1.
their ground states under the assumption that decay par-
ticles were emitted isotropically in the rest frame of the
decaying nuclei. The simulated decay events were an-
alyzed in the same manner with the experimental data
after the energies of decay particles were randomly varied
according to the experimental resolution of 0.40 MeV at
the full width at half maximum. The theoretical spec-
tra for the 0+, 1−, and 2+ states were almost the same.
Therefore, only the theoretical spectra for the 0+ and 2+
states are presented in Fig. 3. The theoretical spectra
were multiplied by a factor of 0.49 to fit the experimen-
tal spectrum between Ex = 27 and 31 MeV where no
structures were observed in the experimental spectrum.
In contrast to the good agreement between the theoreti-
cal calculations and the experiment above Ex = 25 MeV,
the noticeable excesses of the experimental cross sections
from the calculations were found in the vicinities of Ex =
23.6 and 21.8 MeV indicated by the solid arrows where
the narrow peaks are observed in Fig. 2(b). The experi-
mental cross section also exceeds the calculations at Ex
= 21.2 MeV as indicated by the open arrow. It is closer
to the 5α threshold than the two states at Ex = 23.6 and
21.8 MeV. This result shows that these states strongly
couple to the 0+6 state in
16O.
In order to examine the decay properties of the new
state at Ex = 23.6 MeV in
20Ne, the α-decay events from
the excitated state at Ex = 23.6±0.24MeV were selected,
and the decay branching ratio into 16O was obtained as-
suming the two-body decay as shown in Fig. 4. The theo-
retical branching ratios of the isoscalar 0+ and 2+ states
at the same excitation energy (Ex = 23.6 ± 0.24 MeV)
were obtained from the simulated decay events and com-
pared with the experiment as presented by the thin red
solid and green dashed lines. The theoretical branching
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FIG. 4. Decay branching ratio of the excited state in 20Ne
at Ex = 23.6 ± 0.24 MeV populated by the inelastic alpha
scattering at 0◦ (thick blue solid lines with error bars) com-
pared with the statistical-decay-model calculations from the
isoscalar 0+ and 2+ states in 20Ne (thin red solid and green
dashed lines). Uncertainties due to dead layers of the Si de-
tectors are accompanied in the hatched area as in Fig. 1.
ratios do not change much depending on the spin of the
initial excited states, and reasonably well reproduce the
experiment except the two prominent peaks at Ex(
16O)
= 15 and 16.5 MeV. It should be noted that the loca-
tion of the large peak around Ex(
16O) = 15 MeV agrees
with that of the 0+6 state in
16O at Ex(
16O) = 15.1 MeV
indicated by the vertical arrow within the uncertainties.
It was desirable to examine the decay properties of the
excited states at Ex = 21.8 and 21.2 MeV in
20Ne as well
as at Ex = 23.6 MeV, however the experimental statis-
tics was too poor to compare them with the theoretical
calculations.
Figures 3 and 4 show that the newly found excited
state at Ex = 23.6 MeV is strongly coupled to the 0
+
6
state in 16O which is a candidate for the 4α condensed
state. This 23.6-MeV state is a candidate for the 5α con-
densed state. However, the measured excitation energy
is considerably higher than the theoretical value of Ex =
21.14 MeV [6]. This might suggest another interpreta-
tion that either of the low-energy states at Ex = 21.8 or
21.2 MeV corresponds to the 5α condensed state, and the
23.6-MeV state is akin to the 5α condensed state like the
2+2 state in
12C, which is an excited state of the relative
motion of alpha clusters in the 3α condensed state [8, 20–
22]. In order to clarify the correspondence between these
new states and the 5α condensed state, it is necessary to
determine their spins and parities. However, the spins
and parities of the new states are still unknown because
we did not measure the angular distribution of the cross
sections in the present work. An additional measurement
is therefore strongly desired.
In summary, we carried out the coincidence measure-
ment of alpha particles inelastically scattered from 20Ne
5at 0◦ and decay charged particles from excited states in
order to search for the 5α condensed state in 20Ne. Com-
paring the measured excitation-energy spectrum and de-
cay branching ratio with the statistical-decay-model cal-
culation, we found that the newly observed states at Ex
= 23.6, 21.8, and 21.2 MeV in 20Ne are strongly coupled
to the 0+6 state in
16O. These states are the candidates
for the 5α condensed state in 20Ne because the 0+6 state
in 16O is a strong candidate for the 4α condensed state.
However, their spins and parities are still unknown. An
additional measurement to determine their spins and par-
ities is strongly desired.
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